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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The U.S. Census Bureau conducted the 2017 American Community Survey Mail Design Test (i.e., 

2017 Mail Design Test) to evaluate three proposed redesigns of the American Community 

Survey (ACS) mail materials and messaging. This test was a follow-up to the 2015 Summer 

Mandatory Messaging Test in which multiple designs were tested––three of which softened the 

mandatory language in the mail materials to varying degrees to address concerns from some 

members of the public. Of these three experimental treatments, the Softened Revised Design 

had the least negative impact on self-response return rates––decreasing the self-response 

return rates by 7.8 percentage points.  

In the Softened Revised Design, references to the mandatory nature of the survey were 

removed from the reminder postcards and were changed to “your response is important to 

your community” on the envelopes that contained the Initial and  Paper Questionnaire Package 

mailings. The references to the mandatory nature of the survey were kept, but softened in the  

Initial Mail Package letter, the Reminder Letter, and the Paper Questionnaire Package letter.  

These references were softened using plain text instead of bold text and were included in 

sentences with statements about the benefits of the survey.  

We conducted the 2017 Mail Design Test to find an alternative treatment to the Softened 

Revised Design––a treatment that would still maintain the softening of the mandatory language 

in the mail materials, but produce higher self-response rates than the Softened Revised Design 

treatment. The 2017 Mail Design Test evaluated three designs of the ACS mail materials and 

messaging––a modification of the Softened Revised Design treatment from the 2015 Summer 

Mandatory Messaging Test and two derivative treatments––the Partial Redesign and the Full 

Redesign.  

The 2017 Mail Design Test evaluated the impact on self-response, cost, and reliability of 

replacing the current mailing design with one of the three experimental treatments. Table E1 

outlines the different designs and materials for each of these treatments as well as the control 

treatment. Table E1 is organized by the five possible mailings that a sampled address could 

receive.  

The Partial Redesign and the Full Redesign treatments departed from the Softened Revised 

Design treatment in the following ways: 

 Removal of the “Multilingual Brochure” to reduce the number of mail pieces. This 

information was included on the enclosed letter. 

 The addition of a “Why We Ask” pamphlet, a color pamphlet designed to engage the 

recipient and provide summary information about the benefits of the ACS.  
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 Design changes to the front page of the questionnaire to provide instruction 

information that would have been contained on the “instruction card.” The rationale 

was a standalone questionnaire that provided sufficient instructions. Hence, the 

instruction card was not included in the questionnaire package for these treatments.  

 The use of a letter instead of a postcard for the final reminder to allow us to include 

login information on the letter to make internet response easier.  The accompanying 

envelope contained a new message, “Final Notice Respond Now” to make a strong 

push for response. 

Key findings: 

Self-Response Return Rates 

 The Softened Revised Design had higher self-response return rates than Partial 

Redesign in the beginning, with Partial Redesign catching up before the final reminder 

was sent, and then surpassing Softened Revised Design by the end of CATI. 

 The Partial Redesign had higher self-response return rates for the mail mode while 

the Softened Revised Design had higher self-response return rates for internet.  

 Omitting “Open Immediately” from the envelopes and changing the size of the 

envelope of the Full Redesign may have negatively affected the response rate from the 

beginning. 

 Including the “Why We Ask” brochure in the initial mailing resulted in significantly 

lower response rates than the treatments that did not include the brochure. 

 The Partial Redesign treatment had higher self-response return rates than the 

Softened Revised Design after the fifth mailing. We believe this is due to the 

replacement of the final postcard with a letter containing login information. We 

cannot say for certain though because of the multiple differences in treatments in the 

earlier mailings. 

Data Collection Costs and Reliability of the Estimates 

Due to processing problems during data collection, we do not report data collection costs and 

the reliability of the estimates for the Full Redesign treatment. This limitation will not have a 

significant impact on the findings as this treatment had lower response and higher costs 

compared to the Softened Revised Design and Partial Revised Design treatments with respect to 

self-response return rates.  

 When maintaining the current production sample size, both the Partial Redesign and 

Softened Revised Design would see an increase in costs and a loss of reliability. The 

Softened Revised Design would have a larger negative impact (higher costs and lower 

reliability) than the Partial Redesign. 
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 When maintaining the current reliability, both the Partial Redesign and Softened 

Revised Design would need a larger sample size, resulting in an increase in data 

collection costs.  The Softened Revised Design would have a larger negative impact 

than the Partial Redesign. 

 When maintaining current costs, both the Partial Redesign and Softened Revised 

Design would require a reduction in sample size, and the reliability would decrease. 

The Softened Revised Design would have a larger negative impact than the Partial 

Redesign. 

Table E1. Description of Mail Materials for all Treatments in the 2017 Mail Design Test 
   Experimental Treatments 

 

Mailing Classification 

 

Mail Piece 

Control 

(CTL) 

Softened Revised 

Design (SRD) 

Partial Revised 

Design (PRD) 

Full Redesign               

(FRD) 

Initial Mailing Outgoing Envelope Your Response is 
Required by Law 

Your Response is 
Important to Your 
Community  
 

Your Response is 
Important to Your 
Community 

Your Response is 
Important to Your 
Community 

Initial Mailing Outgoing Envelope ---- Open Immediately  
 

Open Immediately  ---- † 

Initial Mailing Outgoing Envelope  11.5 by 6 inches 11.5 by 6 inches  11.5 by 6 inches  9.5 by 4.375 inches † 

Initial Mailing Frequently Asked 
Questions Brochure 

YES NO NO NO 

Initial Mailing Letter No callout box Callout box Callout box Callout box  
Initial Mailing Letter ---- Softened Wording  Softened Wording  Wording Changes † 

Initial Mailing Instruction Card YES YES  YES ф NO † 

Initial Mailing Multilingual Information Brochure included Brochure Included * Included in the letter Included in the letter 

Initial Mailing “Why We Ask” pamphlet NO NO* YES YES 

Reminder Letter  Outgoing Envelope No Message No Message No Message No Message 
Reminder Letter  Letter ---- ---- ---- Wording Changes* 

Questionnaire Package Outgoing Envelope Your Response is 

Required by Law 

Your Response is 

Important to Your 
Community 
 

Your Response is 

Important to Your 
Community  

Your Response is 

Important to Your 
Community 

Questionnaire Package Outgoing Envelope ---- Open Immediately  Open Immediately  ---- † 

Questionnaire Package Questionnaire Current Current* Design Changes ѳ Design Changes ѳ 

Questionnaire Package Frequently Asked 
Questions Brochure 

 
YES 

 
NO 

 
NO 

 
NO 

Questionnaire Package Letter Current Softened Wording  Softened Wording  Wording Changes † 

Questionnaire Package Instruction Card YES YES* NO NO 

Questionnaire Package Return Envelope YES YES YES YES 

Reminder Postcard Postcard ---- Softened Wording  Softened Wording  Wording Changes † 

Final Reminder Postcard or Letter Postcard Postcard* Letter  Letter 
 

Final Reminder Postcard ---- Softened Wording  Softened Wording  
 

Wording Changes † 

Final Reminder Postcard ---- ---- * ‘Final Notice 
Respond Now’ on 
envelope 

‘Final Notice 
Respond Now’ on 
envelope 

† Designates where the FRD differs from the SRD and PRD 

Ф The instruction card was necessary because the letter did not have space to print both the respondent address and the login information.  

* Designates where the SRD differs from the PRD and FRD  

Ѳ The front page of the questionnaire includes instruction information that would have been placed on the instruction card. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Among the information included in the mailings that the U.S. Census Bureau mails to recipients 

of the American Community Survey (ACS) is information about the legal requirement to 

complete the survey. In the past, some recipients have expressed concerns that the tone of the 

ACS materials is too strong. In response, the Census Bureau conducted tests in 2014 (Barth et 

al., 2015) and 2015 (Oliver, Risley, & Roberts, 2016) to evaluate proposed changes to reduce 

the strength and prevalence of the messages regarding the mandatory nature of participation.  

The 2015 Summer Mandatory Messaging Test (Oliver, Risley, & Roberts, 2016) assessed the 

impact on response, cost, and reliability of survey estimates of four sets of proposed design 

changes to the ACS mail materials that modified the mandatory language in the mail materials 

to varying degrees. To mitigate the expected drop in self-response, these designs included 

changes to simultaneously bolster self-response––changes to the way the Census Bureau 

communicates the importance and benefits of the ACS, using an updated look-and-feel of the 

mail materials.   

Of the four designs evaluated, the Revised Design, which included the use of different logos on 

the envelopes and letters, the use of bold lettering and boxes to highlight elements of the 

material, and the addition of a box that reads “Open Immediately” on the envelopes proved to 

be the most promising. The Revised Design treatment: 

 Increased the self-response return rates (before the Computer-Assisted Telephone 

Interview (CATI)) significantly (by 3.5 percentage points) and reduced the nonresponse 

follow-up workload.1 

 Would (if adopted) reduce the overall data collection costs by $7.3 million annually.2 

The Revised Design treatment did not however address concerns by some members of the 

public about the strong mandatory messages in the ACS materials. Of the three remaining 

experimental treatments tested where the mandatory messages in the ACS materials were 

softened to varying degrees, the Softened Revised Design treatment was the best option in 

regards to response rates and costs.3 The Softened Revised Design treatment however: 

 Decreased the self-response return rates (before CATI) significantly (by 7.8 percentage 

points). 

                                                             
1  As of the 2017 October ACS panel, CATI has been discontinued.  
2  Using budget information from the 2015 fiscal year. See Oliver, Risley, & Roberts (2016) for more details. 
3  References to the mandatory nature of the ACS were softened in the Initial Mail Package Letter, the Reminder 

Letter, and the Paper Questionnaire Package Letter. See Oliver, Risley, & Roberts (2016) for more details. 
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 Would (if adopted) increase the overall data collections costs by $11.2 million annually 

to compensate for this drop in self-response.4 

In August 2017, the Census Bureau conducted the 2017 ACS Mail Design Test to evaluate 

variations of the Softened Revised Design that it hoped would produce higher self-response 

rates than the Softened Revised Design and still maintain the softening of the mandatory 

messages. The belief following the 2015 Summer Mandatory Messaging Test was that Census 

Bureau would be required to soften the mandatory language in the ACS materials. This report 

presents results from the 2017 ACS Mail Design Test.  

2. BACKGROUND 

The ACS is an ongoing, nationwide survey conducted by the Census Bureau to collect detail ed 

social, economic, housing, and demographic information from the population living in housing 

units and group quarters. The ACS uses a mail contact strategy to encourage residents in 

sampled addresses to self-respond.  

To encourage self-response, the Census Bureau sends up to five mailings to a mailable sampled 

address.5 The list of mailable sampled addresses is updated (i.e., cut) two times during this 

process to remove households that have already responded, minimizing the number of mail 

contacts received by those who have already responded.  

The first mailing (initial mailing package) is sent to all mailable addresses in the sample. The 

initial mailing package includes an invitation to participate in the ACS online and information 

that a paper questionnaire will be sent in a few weeks to those who are unable to or prefer not 

to respond online.6 About seven days later, these addresses are sent a follow-up reminder 

letter (second mailing), which repeats the instructions to respond online or wait for a pape r 

questionnaire.  

About three weeks after the initial mailing, nonresponders are sent a third mailing––a package 

that includes a paper questionnaire (a new response mode option for them) and instructions 

for responding online. These addresses are sent a reminder postcard about four days later 

(fourth mailing).  

                                                             
4  Using budget information from the 2015 fiscal year. See Oliver, Risley, & Roberts (2016) for more details. 
5  The requirement for a ‘‘mailable’’ address in the United States is met if there is either a complete city-style 

(includes a house number, street name, and ZIP Code) or rural-route address (includes a rural-route number, 
box number, and ZIP Code).  

6  Although not offered as a response option, prospective respondents can complete the survey by telephone via 
the Telephone Questionnaire Assistance Center (TQA) during any of the ACS mailings. 
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After the fourth mailing, nonresponders for which we have telephone contact information are 

eligible for inclusion in the CATI nonresponse follow-up operation. However, only a subset of 

these addresses are selected for this operation.  7 The remaining nonresponders, for whom we 

do not have a telephone number, are sent a reminder postcard as a last attempt to collect a 

self-response (fifth mailing). At the end of the CATI operation, a subsample of the 

nonresponders are selected for the Computer-Assisted Personal Interviewing (CAPI) 

nonresponse follow-up operation. 

The ACS mailing universe is updated (i.e., cut) twice during data collection, resulting in three 

mailing universes. The initial mailing package and follow-up reminder letter fall into the M1 

universe. The responders in the M1 universe are removed to produce the M2 universe (first 

cut). Addresses in the M2 universe receive the paper questionnaire package and the follow-up 

reminder postcard. The responders in the M2 universe as well as those units eligible for CATI 

are removed to produce the M3 universe (second cut) . Addresses in the M3 universe receive 

the final reminder postcard. See Figure 1 below.  

Figure 1.Overview of the 2017 ACS Mail Contact Strategy and Mailing Universes 

 
See the ACS Design and Methodology Report (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014) for additional 

information about the ACS. 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Between October 2013 and November 2014, the Census Bureau collaborated with Reingold Inc. 

to research and propose design and messaging changes to the ACS mail materials that could 

potentially increase the ACS self-response rates (U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). The high-level 

recommendations from the report are: 

 Emphasize the Census brand in ACS mail materials. 

                                                             
7  The CATI operation, which was part of ACS data collection operations during this test, was discontinued 

beginning October 2017. Now, all remaining nonresponders are sent the final reminder postcard. 
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 Use visual design principles to draw attention to key messages and help respondents 

better navigate ACS material. 

 Use deadline-oriented messages to attract attention and create a sense of urgency. 

 Prioritize an official “governmental” appearance over a visually rich “marketing” 

approach. 

 Emphasize effective “mandatory” messaging. 

 Demonstrate benefits of ACS participation to local communities.  

 Draw a clearer connection between objectionable questions and real-world 

applications and benefits. 

 Streamline mail packages and individual materials. 

Based on these and other recommendations, the ACS conducted five field tests in 2015 to 

improve the mail materials and messaging and simultaneously address respondent burden, 

respondent concerns about the perceived intrusiveness of the ACS, and self -response rates. A 

description of each of these five tests is provided below: 

 Paper Questionnaire Package Test (Clark, 2015a): conducted on the March 2015 panel 

to examine ways to reduce the complexity of this package by removing some of the 

inserts and softening the response mode choice (paper or internet) in the messages 

included in the package. Among the key findings: removing the choice card or 

instruction card had no effect on self-response and would result in cost savings. 

 Mail Contact Strategy Modification Test (Clark, 2015b): conducted on the April 2015 

panel to examine ways to streamline the mail materials by eliminating a pre-notice and 

sending the initial mailing earlier, replacing the reminder postcard with a letter that 

explicitly provides the internet user ID, and other modifications to the mailings. Among 

the key findings: using a reminder letter that highlights the internet user ID and 

includes mandatory language significantly increased total self-response return rates as 

compared to a reminder postcard. 

 Envelope Mandatory Messaging Test (Barth et al., 2015): conducted on the May 2015 

panel to study the impact of removing mandatory messages from the envelopes. This 

test found that eliminating the phrase, “your response is required by law” from the 

two mailing envelopes significantly lowered the self-response return rate and the 

overall final response rate. 

 2015 Summer Mandatory Messaging Test (Oliver, Risley, & Roberts, 2016): conducted 

on the September 2015 panel to study the impact of removing or softening the 

mandatory messages from the mail materials. This test found that removing or 

softening the mandatory language in the mail materials significantly lowered self-

response, whereas enhancing the mandatory language significantly increased it. 

 Why We Ask (Heimel, Barth, & Rabe, 2016): conducted on the November 2015 panel 

to study the impact of the new “Why We Ask” insert with and without the Instructi on 
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Guide in the paper questionnaire mailing package. This test found no evidence that the 

presence or absence of the Instruction Guide affected self -response. 

In July 2016, the Census Bureau also held a series of meetings with Don Dillman who provided a 

critique of the current mail materials and messaging and offered suggestions for improvement.8 

Dillman (2016) recommended a communications strategy that: 

 Places greater emphasis on the benefits to respondents.  

 Makes the messaging between mailings more distinct, but mutually supportive. 

 Attaches the response request to the Census Bureau. 

Building upon this research and expert recommendations, we developed two mail treatments 

for testing that are derivatives of the Softened Revised Design treatment from the 2015 

Summer Mandatory Messaging Test––the Partial Redesign and the Full Redesign. These two 

new treatments were largely inspired by recommendations from our meeting with Dillman. 

These treatments were designed to increase engagement with the recipient through a more 

conversational communication style, make information about the survey more visible through 

placement on a letter and on the questionnaire, and reduce the number of materials included 

in the mailings, especially the initial mailing package and the paper questionnaire package. 

Our principal objective in conducting the 2017 Mail Design Test was to provide an improvement 

to the Softened Revised Design treatment from the 2015 Summer Mandatory Messaging Test, 

for which the softening of the mandatory language had a negative impact on the self-response 

rates. We sought an alternative treatment that would still maintain the softening of the 

mandatory language, but produce higher self-response rates than the Softened Revised.  

4. METHODOLOGY 

This report answers the following research questions: 

1) What is the impact on self-response of placing the multilingual information on a letter 

instead of a brochure and including a “Why We Ask” pamphlet? (Is there a difference 

between the Softened Revised Design and the Partial Redesign?) 

2) What is the impact on self-response of placing the multilingual information on a letter 

instead of a brochure; including a “Why We Ask” pamphlet; and using  a conversational 

tone?  (Is there a difference between the Softened Revised Design and the Full Redesign?) 

                                                             
8  Don Dillman is Regents Professor of the Department of Sociology and Deputy Director for Social and Economic 

Sciences Research (SESRC) at Washington State University. He previously served as the senior survey 
methodologist in the Office of the Director at the U.S. Census Bureau.  
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3) What is the impact on self-response of using a conversational tone? (Is there a difference 

between the Partial Redesign and the Full Redesign?) 

4) What is the overall impact of each of the experimental treatments on final response rates, 

data collection costs, and reliability of survey estimates? (Is there a difference between 

Control and Softened Revised Design, Partial Redesign, or Full Redesign?) 

5) What is the impact on item missing data rates of moving the date field to the second page 

of the questionnaire of the Partial Redesign and the Full Redesign? 

The following sections explain the experimental design, the sample design, and the statistics 

employed to compare treatments. 

4.1 Experimental Design 

For the 2017 Mail Design Test, we evaluated three experimental treatments: a modification of 

the Softened Revised Design treatment from the 2015 Summer Mandatory Messaging Test and 

two derivative treatments––the Partial Redesign and the Full Redesign. The test also included a 

control treatment, for which the materials were the same as production. 

Modifications to the Softened Revised Design included the addition of the phrase, “our toll free 

number” preceding the toll free number provided; an updated confidentiality statement; and a 

new Reingold-inspired design for the outgoing envelope containing the reminder letter. 9  

The Partial Redesign and the Full Redesign treatments departed from the Softened Revised 

Design treatment in the following ways: 

 Removal of the “Multilingual Brochure” to reduce the number of mail pieces. This 

information was included on the enclosed letter. 

 The addition of a “Why We Ask” pamphlet, a color pamphlet designed to engage the 

recipient and provide summary information about the benefits of the ACS.  

 Design changes to the front page of the questionnaire to provide instruction 

information that would have been contained on the “instruction card.” The rationale 

was a standalone questionnaire that provided sufficient instructions. Hence, the 

instruction card was not included in the questionnaire package for these treatments. 

 The use of a letter instead of a postcard for the final reminder to allow us to include 

login information on the letter to make internet response easier.  The accompanying 

envelope contained a new message, “Final Notice Respond Now” to make a strong 

push for response. 

                                                             
9  In 2013, the Census Bureau contracted with Reingold, Inc. to conduct messaging and mail package assessment 

research. 
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The Full Redesign differs from the Partial Redesign in the manner in which we communicate 

with the ACS recipients in the letters and postcards. The communication in the Full Redesign 

(per Dillman’s recommendation) is conversational and friendly (see Dillman et al. (2014) to 

learn more about this approach).  In the Full Redesign treatment, the Instruction Card was 

omitted from the initial mailing package, as the initial mailing letter in this treatment contained 

sufficient information. Consequently, we were able to use a smaller outgoing envelope. 

Table 1 provides an inventory of the mail materials used for all treatments.  The mail materials 

are organized by the five ACS mailings that a sampled address could possibly receive—Initial 

Mailing, Reminder Letter, Questionnaire Package, Reminder Postcard, and Final Reminder.   

The Initial Mailing and Reminder Letter are in the M1 mailing universe. The Questionnaire 

Package and the Reminder Postcard are in the M2 mailing universe. The Final Reminder is in the 

M3 universe.  The mailout dates for the mail materials are: 

 Initial Mailing, 7/20/17 

 Reminder Letter, 7/27/17 

 Questionnaire Package, 8/10/17 

 Reminder Postcard, 8/14/17 

 Final Reminder, 9/5/17  

The CATI operation ran from 9/1/17-9/30/17 and the CAPI operation ran from 10/1/17-

11/3/17.  

See Appendices A – D for facsimiles of the mail materials listed in Table 1. The Appendices are 

presented in the following order: 

 Appendix A: Current Production Treatment Materials  

 Appendix B: Softened Revised Design Treatment Materials  

 Appendix C: Partial Redesign Treatment Materials  

 Appendix D: Full Redesign Treatment Materials  
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Table 1. Description of Mail Materials for all Treatments in the 2017 Mail Design Test 
   Experimental Treatments 

 
Mailing Classification 

 
Mail Piece 

Control 
(CTL) 

Softened Revised 
Design (SRD) 

Partial Revised 
Design (PRD) 

Full Redesign               
(FRD) 

Initial Mailing Outgoing Envelope Your Response is 
Required by Law 

Your Response is 
Important to Your 
Community  
 

Your Response is 
Important to Your 
Community 

Your Response is 
Important to Your 
Community 

Initial Mailing Outgoing Envelope ---- Open Immediately  

 

Open Immediately  ---- † 

Initial Mailing Outgoing Envelope  11.5 by 6 inches 11.5 by 6 inches  11.5 by 6 inches  9.5 by 4.375 inches † 

Initial Mailing Frequently Asked 
Questions Brochure 

YES NO NO NO 

Initial Mailing Letter No callout box Callout box Callout box Callout box  
Initial Mailing Letter ---- Softened Wording  Softened Wording  Wording Changes † 

Initial Mailing Instruction Card YES YES  YES ф NO † 

Initial Mailing Multilingual Information Brochure included Brochure Included * Included in the letter Included in the letter 
Initial Mailing “Why We Ask” pamphlet NO NO* YES YES 

Reminder Letter  Outgoing Envelope No Message No Message No Message No Message 

Reminder Letter  Letter ---- ---- ---- Wording Changes* 

Questionnaire Package Outgoing Envelope Your Response is 

Required by Law 

Your Response is 

Important to Your 
Community 
 

Your Response is 

Important to Your 
Community  

Your Response is 

Important to Your 
Community 

Questionnaire Package Outgoing Envelope ---- Open Immediately  Open Immediately  ---- † 

Questionnaire Package Questionnaire Current Current* Design Changes ѳ Design Changes ѳ 

Questionnaire Package Frequently Asked 
Questions Brochure 

 
YES 

 
NO 

 
NO 

 
NO 

Questionnaire Package Letter Current Softened Wording  Softened Wording  Wording Changes † 

Questionnaire Package Instruction Card YES YES* NO NO 

Questionnaire Package Return Envelope YES YES YES YES 

Reminder Postcard Postcard ---- Softened Wording  Softened Wording  Wording Changes † 

Final Reminder Postcard or Letter Postcard Postcard* Letter  Letter 
 

Final Reminder Postcard ---- Softened Wording  Softened Wording  
 

Wording Changes † 

Final Reminder Postcard ---- ---- * ‘Final Notice 
Respond Now’ on 
envelope 

‘Final Notice 
Respond Now’ on 
envelope 

† Designates where the FRD differs from the SRD and PRD  

Ф The instruction card was necessary because the letter did not have space to print both the respondent address and the login  

information. 

* Designates where the SRD differs from the PRD and FRD  

Ѳ The front page of the questionnaire includes instruction i nformation that would have been placed on the instruction card.  

 

4.2 Sample Design 

The monthly ACS production sample of approximately 295,000 addresses is divided into 24 

nationally representative groups, referred to as methods panel groups. Each methods panel  

group consists of approximately 12,000 addresses. This test was carried out in the August 2017 

ACS production sample. In total, approximately 96,000 addresses were used for the four 

treatments, which includes the current production treatment group. Two randomly selected 

groups were assigned to each treatment (including the control treatment) meaning each 

treatment had a sample size of approximately 24,000 addresses. The remaining 16 panel groups 

received production materials and were not part of this analysis. 
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4.3 Analysis Rates 

We evaluated the effect of the experimental treatments on self-response by comparing their 

self-response return rates at specified points in time during the self-response phase of data 

collection. We evaluated the effect of the experimental treatments on overall response by 

comparing their final response rates, data collection costs, and the effect on survey estimates 

(reliability) to that of the control at closeout.   

Table 2 provides a summary of these comparisons. The rationale for the points in time (i.e., cut-

off point) during data collection when we compared treatments is provided below.   

 The date the questionnaire package was mailed (cut-off point) helped us determine 

the effect of each treatment on self-response for households provided with one mode 

for self-response (internet) and a reminder letter. 

 The date the final reminder was mailed (cut-off point) helped us determine the 

cumulative effect of each treatment on self-response for nonrespondent households 

that had two choices for self-response (internet and mail) and received a reminder 

postcard.  

 The date CATI ended (cut-off point) helped us determine the cumulative effect of each 

treatment on self-response for the households that received a final reminder postcard 

or letter. 

 The closeout date (cut-off point) helped us determine the overall effectiveness of the 

experimental treatments versus the control treatment.  
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Table 2. Experimental Design for the 2017 Mail Design Test 
Research Question Treatment Comparison When Compared 
What is the impact of placing the 
multilingual information on a letter 
instead of a brochure and including a 
“Why We Ask” pamphlet on self-
response return rates? 

Partial Redesign vs Softened 
Revised Design  

 

 Date Questionnaire Package 
is mailed 

 Date final reminder 
postcard/letter is mailed 

 Date CATI ends*  

What is the impact on self-response of 
placing the multilingual information on a 
letter instead of a brochure; including a 
“Why We Ask” pamphlet; and using 
wording that conveys a deferential 
tone? 

Full Redesign vs Softened 
Revised Design  

 

 Date Questionnaire Package 
is mailed 

 Date final reminder 
postcard/letter is mailed 

 Date CATI ends*  

What is the impact on self-response of 
using wording that expresses a 
deferential tone? 

Full Redesign vs Partial 
Redesign  

 Date Questionnaire Package 
is mailed 

 Date final reminder 
postcard/letter is mailed 

 Date CATI ends 
 

What is the overall impact of the 
experimental treatment vs the control 
treatment on final response rates, data 
collection costs, and reliability of survey 
estimates? 

All Experimental Treatments 
vs Control 

 Closeout* 

Is the item missing data rate for the 
month/day fields of the “please print 
today’s date” question the same? 

Partial and Full Redesign 
Treatments vs. Control 

 Closeout*  

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*Only units with no apartment designations will be compared. See Section 4.3.4 for details.  

The inclusion of additional information on the front of the redesigned questionnaire used in the 

Partial and Full Redesign treatments resulted in the shifting of the date field from the front of 

the questionnaire to the second page of the questionnaire. Because we were concerned that 

the shifting of the date field could possibly negatively affect response in this field, we compared 

the item missing data rates for this field for the Partial and Full Redesign treatments to that of 

the control.  

The formulas for the self-response return rate, the final response rate, and the item missing 

data rate are defined in Sections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3, respectively. 

4.3.1 Self-Response Return Rates 

Self-response return rates were calculated for total self-response and separately for internet 

and mail response. They were calculated using the base weights––the inverse of the probability 

of selection for a unit.  
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Note: For the comparisons of return rates by mode, the small number of returns obtained from 

Telephone Questionnaire Assistance (TQA) were classified as mail returns.  

Addresses designated as “undeliverable-as-addressed” (UAA) by the United States Postal 

Service (USPS) and for which no response was received, and unmailable addresses were 

excluded from all return rate calculations.  If more than one response was received from a single 

address (i.e., the survey was completed online and a paper questionnaire was mailed back),  the 

response received first was considered the mode of response for this test. 

Due to a processing error, the UAAs for the Full Redesign treatment were not captured 

correctly after the initial mailing and before the address file creation for the third and fourth 

mailings. As a result, about 2,300 addresses were incorrectly sent the third and fourth mailings 

for the Full Redesign treatment. We detected this error after the self-response rates were 

already calculated. Using postal tracking files, we simulated what would have happened to 

these UAA cases had they been properly identified and corrected the self-response return 

rates. None of the initial findings changed as a result of this correction.  

4.3.2 Final Response Rates 

Final response rates were calculated overall and separately by mode.  They were calculated 

using the base weights for self-responses; CAPI cases were weighted by multiplying a 

subsampling factor by the initial base weight. 
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4.3.3 Item Missing Data Rates 

We compared the item missing data rates for the date field on the front of the questionnaire 

used in the Partial Revised Design and Full Revised Design treatments to the production 

questionnaire used in the Control treatment. 

 

4.3.4 Issue with M3 Universe 

There was an error when printing the addresses for the two treatments––the Control treatment 

and the Softened Revised Design treatment––that sent ACS recipients a reminder postcard in 

the final mailing (M3 universe). If an address in these treatments had a unit designation (i.e., 

apartment number), it was not printed on the reminder postcard in the M3 universe. This error 

did not occur for the two treatments––the Partial Redesign and the Full Redesign––that used a 

reminder letter instead of a postcard; therefore, these two treatments were not affected by 

this printing error.  

Across the four treatments, there were 14,500 cases in the M3 universe with a unit designation 

(35.1 percent of the M3 universe). Of these 14,500 cases, 47.2 percent were affected by the 

printing error (22.4 percent, Control; 24.8 percent, Softened Revised Design). These affected 

cases accounted for 16.6 percent of the M3 universe. 

Because of this issue, we adjusted some of our calculations to make comparisons of the 

treatments comparable. We removed the cases in the M3 universe that had a value for unit 

designation.  We refer to this new universe as the Partial Universe. It not necessary to use the 

Partial Universe for our return rates calculated prior to the M3 universe. 

4.4 Standard Errors 

All variances were estimated using the Successive Differences Replication (SDR) method with 

replicate weights, the standard method used for the ACS.  The standard error of the estimate 

(X0) is the square root of the variance: 

 

Where:  

Xr = the estimate calculated for replicate r 

X0 = the estimate calculated using the full sample 

Var (X0) = 
4

80
 (Xr

80

r=1

- X0)2
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4.5 Cost and Reliability Analysis 

A reduction in self-response incurs additional costs because we send more mailings and have 

higher CAPI workloads. The reliability of the ACS estimates is also affected by a reduction in 

self-response. To report the likely impact of implementing each experimental treatment we 

consider our ability to  

 Maintain current sample size 

 Maintain current reliability 

 Maintain costs 

4.5.1 Calculating Costs 

For this analysis, we included the cost of collecting data through self-response modes (mail and 

internet) and through a personal visit mode (CAPI). We did not include costs for a telephone 

mode (CATI) in this analysis. At the time of the test, the ACS was transitioning from a telephone 

mode, making the CATI costs derived from this test unrepresentative of future ACS data 

collection costs.  

Data collection costs for both the self-response modes and the personal visit mode were based 

on the Fiscal Year 2017 (FY17) budget allocations and estimated yearly workloads, but the self -

response cost incorporates some additional factors. The self -response cost estimate for each 

treatment accounts for the difference in data collection costs between internet and mail 

responses. Because mail questionnaire data capture is a more manual operation than internet 

data capture, it is more expensive, and a treatment with more mail responses than internet 

responses will have a higher self-response cost than a treatment with the same total self-

response but more internet responses. 

The self-response cost estimates also incorporated changes in cost due to changes in the 

questionnaire mailing and final mailing workloads. The lower the self -response rate for a given 

treatment during the M1 (M2) mailout period, the greater the number of households sent a 

follow-up mailing during the M2 (M3) mailout period––increasing total mailout costs. 

Conversely, higher self-response rates reduce subsequent mailing costs. The number of cases 

placed in the personal visit (CAPI) universe are affected by the total response rates at the end of 

the mail contact period. 

Lastly, the self-response cost estimates included increases or decreases in cost based on 

required postage and printing and assembling various mail pieces. Some treatments included 

less expensive mail pieces––reducing self-response costs. 

4.5.2 Calculating Reliability 

To assess the potential impact of softening the messaging and other design changes to the ACS 

mail materials on the reliability of the estimates, we calculated a reliability of the estimates 
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metric. The metric, a ratio of the sum of the squared weights for the interviews under an 

experimental treatment as compared to the control, estimates the overall impact on the 

reliability of the estimates rather than the impact on specific characteristics. The weights w ere 

then adjusted to take into consideration the effect of the increased nonresponse, as well as the 

shift in mode distribution due to lower self-response. Additionally, we explored alternative 

sampling and subsampling approaches that could be implemented to offset a reduction in self -

response to maintain costs.   

To address the issue of the M3 mailing (see Section 4.3.4), the reliability analysis measured the 

difference between the control treatment and each experimental treatment, and then applied 

those changes to the 2016 data to model what the change in reliability would be under each 

treatment. To perform the reliability analysis, we accounted for the missing M3 cases in the 

Control and Softened Revised Design treatment by using prior production data to help produce 

an estimate of how many of the M3 cases would have responded had they had the opportunity 

to. We then applied the increased M3 response to the response data for the affected 

treatments and adjusted the CAPI workloads and interview counts to account for the increased 

M3 response. Since this only affected records with a unit designation in the M3 universe, it was 

not a large change, and did not change overall results, just some of the particular comparisons. 

5. ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

5.1 Assumptions 

 A single ACS monthly sample is representative of an entire year (twelve panels) and 

the entire frame sample with respect to both return rates and cost.  

 A single methods panel group (1/24 of the full monthly sample) is representative of 

the full monthly sample. 

 We assume that there is no difference in mail delivery timing or subsequent response 

time across samples of similar size using the same postal sort and mailout procedures, 

as we have chosen sample sizes of the experimental treatments considering postal 

procedures.  

5.2 Limitations 

 Group quarters and sampled housing unit addresses from remote Alaska and Puerto 

Rico were not included in the sample for the test. 

 The M2 and M3 universes from treatment to treatment are different, and some 

caution should be given in drawing conclusions about those mailings from treatment 

comparisons. 

 During the time that this test was conducted, the CATI operation was a part of the 

nonresponse follow-up operations. The CATI operation was discontinued as of October 
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2017. Extrapolations of the results to the new data collection should consider this 

limitation.  

 The estimates used to make cost projections for the cost analysis do not account for 

sampling variability in return rates or monthly variability in production costs such as 

changes in staffing, production rates, or printing price adjustments.  

 Due to an error on the address file for the Control and the Softened Revised Design 

treatments, addresses for these treatments in the M3 universe with a unit designation 

(i.e., apartment number) were sent a final reminder postcard where the unit 

designation was omitted. This likely resulted in these cases not receiving the fifth 

mailing.  We are unsure if we would have gotten a response from these addresses if 

they had received the mailing. See Section 4.4.4 for more information.  

 The calculations of self-response return rates exclude cases returned to the post office 

that are UAA. UAAs are also excluded from the address file for subsequent mailings. 

Due to a processing error, the Full Redesign treatment UAAs were not captured 

correctly after the initial mailing and before the address file creation for the third and 

fourth mailings. As a result, about 2,300 addresses were sent the third and fourth 

mailings for the Full Redesign treatment that otherwise would not have been sent 

those mailings. UAAs were correctly identified for all other mailings. To closely 

simulate what should have happened with the UAAs for the initial mailing, we used 

postal tracking files to identify the Full Redesign treatments cases that should not have 

received the third and fourth mailings. We eliminated those cases from our 

calculations of self-response return rates for the Full Redesign treatment.  However, 

depending on the timing of a mailing, sometimes we get a response from address 

determined to be a UAA and we keep those cases in the return rates. However, the 

Full Redesign UAAs were removed completely. 

6. RESULTS 

6.1 Self-Response Return Rates 

We used self-response return rates to determine if either the Partial Redesign or Full Redesign 

was an improvement over the Softened Revised Design. 

We calculated self-response return rates at three points in time:  

 The date the questionnaire package was mailed  

 The date the final reminder postcard/letter was mailed  

 The date CATI ended  
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6.1.1 Self-Response Return Rates – Partial Redesign versus Softened Revised Design  

What is the impact on self-response of placing the multilingual information on a letter instead of 

a brochure and including a “Why We Ask” pamphlet?  

To answer this question, we compared the self-response return rates of the Partial Redesign 

and Softened Revised Design treatments. See Tables 3 through 5. An explanation of the results 

follows. 

Table 3. Total Self-Response Return Rates for Partial Redesign vs Softened Revised Design  

 
 
Point in Data Collection Cycle 

 
Partial 
Redesign 

Softened 
Revised 
Design 

 
 
Difference 

 
 
P-value 

Date Questionnaire Package mailed 19.0 (0.3) 20.3 (0.3)  -1.3 (0.5)   0.01* 
Date Final Reminder Postcard/Letter mailed 39.2 (0.5) 39.4 (0.4)  -0.1 (0.7)   0.83 
Date CATI ended (Partial Universe) 52.9 (0.4) 51.5 (0.5)   1.4 (0.7)   0.05* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test 

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 
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Table 4. Internet Self-Response Return Rates for Partial Redesign vs Softened Revised Design 

 
 
Point in Data Collection Cycle 

 
Partial 
Redesign 

Softened 
Revised 
Design 

 
 
Difference 

 
 
P-value 

Date Questionnaire Package mailed 18.8 (0.3) 20.1 (0.3)   -1.3 (0.5)  <0.01* 
Date Final Reminder Postcard/Letter mailed 25.8 (0.3) 27.0 (0.4)  -1.1 (0.5)   0.04* 
Date CATI ended (Partial Universe) 34.0 (0.4)  34.1 (0.4)  -0.1 (0.6)   0.82 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 

Table 5. Mail Self-Response Return Rates for Partial Redesign vs Softened Revised Design 

 
 
Point in Data Collection Cycle 

 
Partial 
Redesign 

Softened 
Revised 
Design 

 
 
Difference 

 
 
P-value 

Date Questionnaire Package mailed   0.3 (<0.1)   0.2 (<0.1) <0.1 (<0.1)   0.37 
Date Final Reminder Postcard/Letter mailed 13.4 (0.3) 12.4 (0.3)   1.0 (0.4)   0.01* 

Date CATI ended (Partial Universe) 18.9 (0.3) 17.4 (0.3)   1.6 (0.5) <0.01* 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 

For the total self-response return rates (internet and mail combined), the rate for the Softened 

Revised Design was significantly higher than the Partial Redesign treatment in the beginning (by 

1.3 percentage points). At the point in time when the final reminder was sent, there was no 

significant difference between the rates for the two treatments. However, by the end of CATI, 

the total self-response return rate for the Partial Redesign surpassed that of the Softened 

Revised Design (by 1.4 percentage points). 

The research question asks about the impact of the inclusion of the “Why We Ask” pamphlet 

and moving multilingual information on self-response. These changes only pertain to the initial 

mailing package. To understand the impact of changes to the initial mailing package we looked 

at the return rates when the paper questionnaire package was mailed. As seen in Tables 3-5, 

these changes did not boost self-response in the Partial Redesign treatment during this first 

mailing. In fact, for overall and internet self-response they had a detrimental effect.  

Although there were multiple differences between the contents of the first mailing for the 

Partial Redesign and Softened Revised Design treatments, we believe that the addition of the 

“Why We Ask” pamphlet in the Partial Redesign treatment is the main cause of the difference 

between the self-response return rates. However, the Partial Redesign did perform better later, 

which suggests that elements in the later mailings of that treatment may be beneficial and 
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warrant further testing (specifically, replacing the final reminder postcard with a letter). We 

recommend that the “Why We Ask” pamphlet not be incorporated into production. 

6.1.2 Self-Response Return Rates – Full Redesign versus Softened Revised  

What is the impact on self-response of placing the multilingual information on a letter instead of 

a brochure; including a “Why We Ask” pamphlet; and using wording that conveys a deferential 

tone?  

To answer this question, we compared the self-response return rates of the Softened Revised 

Design and Full Redesign treatments. See Tables 6 through 8. An explanation follows. 

Table 6. Total Self-Response Return Rates for Full Redesign vs Softened Revised 

 
 

Point in Data Collection Cycle 

 
Full 

Redesign 

Softened 
Revised 

Design 

 
 

Difference 

 
 

P-value 

Date Questionnaire Package mailed 16.5 (0.2) 20.3 (0.3) -3.9 (0.4) <0.01* 

Date Final Reminder Postcard/Letter mailed 34.2 (0.3)  39.4 (0.4) -5.2 (0.5) <0.01* 

Date CATI ended (Partial Universe) 48.3 (0.4) 51.5 (0.5) -3.1 (0.6) <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 

 Table 7. Internet Self-Response Return Rates for Full Redesign vs Softened Revised Design 

 

 
Point in Data Collection Cycle 

 

Full 
Redesign 

Softened 

Revised 
Design 

 

 
Difference 

 

 
P-value 

Date Questionnaire Package mailed 16.2 (0.2) 20.1 (0.3) -4.0 (0.4) <0.01* 

Date Final Reminder Postcard/Letter mailed 21.5 (0.3) 27.0 (0.4) -5.5 (0.5) <0.01* 

Date CATI ended (Partial Universe) 29.7 (0.4) 34.1 (0.4) -4.4 (0.6) <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 
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Table 8. Mail Self-Response Return Rates for Full Redesign vs Softened Revised Design 

 
 
Point in Data Collection Cycle 

 
Full 
Redesign 

Softened 
Revised 
Design 

 
 
Difference 

 
 
P-value 

Date Questionnaire Package mailed   0.3 (<0.1)   0.2 (<0.1)  0.1 (0.1)   0.30 

Date Final Reminder Postcard/Letter mailed 12.7 (0.3) 12.4 (0.3)  0.3 (0.3)   0.38 

Date CATI ended (Partial Universe) 18.6 (0.3) 17.4 (0.3)  1.3 (0.5)   0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 

 The Softened Revised Design had significantly higher self-response return rates than the Full 

Redesign in the beginning (by 3.9 percentage points) and at the two subsequent points in time 

considered. In the mail mode, there was no significant difference between the return rates for 

the Full Redesign and the Softened Revised Design until the end of CATI with the Full Redesign 

treatment having higher return rates (by 1.3 percentage points).  

The overall (total) and internet return rates are lower for the Full Redesign. However, the 

difference decreased by the time CATI ended. Since we saw an increase in return rates for 

Partial Redesign as well after the fifth mailing, there may be evidence that supports replacing 

the final reminder postcard with a letter. 

6.1.3 Self-Response Return Rates – Full Redesign versus Partial Redesign  

What is the impact on self-response of using wording that expresses a deferential tone?  

To answer this question, we compared the self-response return rates of the Full Redesign and 

Partial Redesign. See Table 9 through 11. An explanation follows. 

Table 9. Total Self-Response Return Rates for Full Redesign vs Partial Redesign 

 
Point in Data Collection Cycle 

Full 
Redesign 

Partial 
Redesign 

 
Difference 

 
P-value 

Date Questionnaire Package mailed 16.5 (0.2) 19.0 (0.3) -2.6 (0.4) <0.01* 

Date Final Reminder Postcard/Letter mailed 34.2 (0.3) 39.2 (0.5) -5.1 (0.5) <0.01* 

Date CATI ended (Partial Universe) 48.3 (0.4) 52.9 (0.4) -4.6 (0.6) <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test 

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 
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Table 10. Internet Self-Response Return Rates for Full Redesign vs Partial Redesign 

 
Point in Data Collection Cycle 

Full 
Redesign 

Partial 
Redesign 

 
Difference 

 
P-value 

Date Questionnaire Package mailed 16.2 (0.2)  18.8 (0.3) -2.6 (0.4)  <0.01* 

Date Final Reminder Postcard/Letter mailed 21.5 (0.3) 25.8 (0.3) -4.4 (0.4) <0.01* 

Date CATI ended (Partial Universe) 29.7 (0.4) 34.0 (0.4) -4.3 (0.6)  <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 20 17 Mail Design Test 

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 

 Table 11. Mail Self-Response Return Rates for Full Redesign vs Partial Redesign 

 

Point in Data Collection Cycle 

Full 

Redesign 

Partial 

Redesign 

 

Difference 

 

P-value 

Date Questionnaire Package mailed   0.3 (<0.1)   0.3 (<0.1) <0.1 (<0.1)   0.63 

Date Final Reminder Postcard/Letter mailed 12.7 (0.3) 13.4 (0.3) -0.7 (0.4)   0.05* 

Date CATI ended (Partial Universe) 18.6 (0.3) 18.9 (0.3) -0.3 (0.5)   0.49 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 20 17 Mail Design Test 

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designat ion.  See Section 4.3.4. 

For total self-response, the Partial Redesign produced higher self-response return rates than 

the Full Redesign. This seems to be driven by the internet mode. We are not convinced that the 

more conversational wording is what hurt the Full Redesign treatment. It is hard to say whether 

the Full Redesign would have fared poorly if “Open Immediately” had been printed on the 

envelopes or if the envelope was the same size as the other treatments.   

6.2 Final Response Rates 

What is the overall impact of each of the experimental treatments on final response rates, data 

collection costs, and reliability of survey estimates?  

To answer the question of the impact on final response rates, we compared the final response 

rates and final response rates from each mode of all three experimental treatments to that of 

the Control treatment (production). See Tables 12-16. The impact on cost and reliability is 

covered in Section 6.3.  

As displayed in Table 12, the Softened Revised Design, Partial Redesign, and Full Redesign 

treatments all had lower final response rates than the Control treatment.  
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Table 12. Final Response Rates (Partial Universe) 

Treatment Rate 
Experimental – 
Production P-value 

Production (Control) 94.3 (0.3) — — 

Softened Revised Design 93.3 (0.3) -1.0 (0.4)   0.02* 
Partial Redesign 93.0 (0.3) -1.3 (0.4) <0.01* 
Full Redesign 92.6 (0.4) -1.7 (0.5) <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 

Table 13 shows the final response rates from the self-response modes (mail and internet rates 

combined). All three experimental treatments had lower rates than that of the Control.   

Table 13. Final Proportion of Eligible Cases Responding Via the Self-Response Modes (Partial 
Universe) 

Treatment Rate 
Experimental – 
Production P-value 

Production (Control) 57.3 (0.6) — — 

Softened Revised Design 50.1 (0.6)   -7.2 (0.8) <0.01* 
Partial Redesign 51.3 (0.5)   -6.0 (0.8) <0.01* 
Full Redesign 48.6 (0.6)   -8.7 (0.9) <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 

The same results in Tables 13 hold when we examine the rates by mode, as displayed in Tables 

14 and 15. 
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Table 14. Final Proportion of Eligible Cases Responding Via the Mail Mode (Partial Universe) 

Treatment Rate 
Experimental – 
Production P-value 

Production (Control) 20.5 (0.4) — — 

Softened Revised Design 16.2 (0.3) -4.3 (0.5) <0.01* 
Partial Redesign 17.7 (0.3) -2.8 (0.5)   <0.01* 
Full Redesign 17.9 (0.4) -2.7 (0.5) <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level  

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in paren theses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4.  

Table 15. Final Proportion of Eligible Cases Responding Via the Internet Mode (Partial 

Universe) 

Treatment Rate 
Experimental – 
Production P-value 

Production (Control) 36.8 (0.5) — — 
Softened Revised Design 33.8 (0.5) -2.9 (0.7) <0.01* 

Partial Redesign 33.6 (0.4) -3.1 (0.7) <0.01* 
Full Redesign 30.7 (0.5) -6.1 (0.7)  <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test 

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 

Table 16 shows the proportion of eligible cases that had a CATI response. There was no 

significant difference between the final rate for the Control and that of any of the experimental 

treatments. 

Table 16. Final Proportion of Eligible Cases Responding Via the CATI Mode (Partial Universe) 

Treatment Rate 
Experimental – 
Production P-value 

Production (Control) 0.7 (0.1) — — 

Softened Revised Design 0.9 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 0.19 
Partial Redesign 0.8 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 0.18 
Full Redesign 0.8 (0.1) 0.1 (0.1) 0.31 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation.  See Section 4.3.4. 

Table 17 shows the proportion of eligible cases that had a CAPI response.  Control had 

significantly lower rates than all of the experimental treatments. This is likely due to the fact 

that the Softened Revised Design, Partial Redesign, and Full Redesign had many more CAPI 

cases.  
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Table 17. Final Proportion of Eligible Cases Responding Via the CAPI Mode (Partial Universe) 

Treatment Rate 
Experimental – 
Production P-value 

Production (Control) 36.3 (0.6) — — 

Softened Revised Design 42.4 (0.6) 6.1 (0.9) <0.01* 
Partial Redesign 40.8 (0.6) 4.5 (0.8) <0.01* 
Full Redesign 43.2 (0.7) 6.9 (1.0) <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test 

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation.  See Section 4.3.4. 

6.3  Cost and Reliability 

Due to a procedural error, sampled addresses in the Full Redesign treatment identified as UAAs 

in the initial mailing were not captured at the Census Bureau’s National Processing Center. 

Consequently, these addresses were sent the M2 mailing (see Section 4.3.1). Since the Full 

Redesign treatment was not a viable option based on the response rate results discussed in 

Sections 6.1 and 6.2, we only report cost and reliability information for the Control 

(Production), Softened Revised Design (SRD), and Partial Redesign (PRD) treatments.  

Table 18 shows the differences in workloads for the initial, questionnaire, and final mailings 

used to calculate the costs for each mailing.  

Table 18. Workload Estimates 
Universe Production 

Workload 
(millions) 

Production 
% of Initial 

Sample 

SRD# 
Workload 
(millions) 

SRD#         
% of Initial 

Sample 

PRD# 
Workload 
(millions) 

 

PRD#                     
% of Initial 

Sample 

Initial Sample  3.540 100.0 3.540 100.0 3.540 100.0 
Initial Mailing 3.442   97.2 3.442   97.2 3.442   97.2 
Questionnaire 
Mailing 

2.559   72.3 2.628   74.2 2.637   74.5 

Final Mailing 1.899   53.7 2.108   59.5 2.118   59.8 
Personal Visit 0.806   22.8 0.876   24.7 0.873   24.7 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test 

# Softened Revised Design (SRD), Partial Redesign (PRD), and Full Redesign (FRD) 

To report the likely impact of implementing each experimental treatment we consider three 

scenarios:  

 Maintain current sample size 

 Maintain current reliability 

 Maintain costs 
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6.3.1 Maintaining the Current Sample Size 

As shown in Table 19, implementing any of the experimental treatments into a full ACS 

production year while maintaining the current sample size would increase costs due to lowe r 

return rates. Because it had the best self-response return rate when compared to the other 

experimental treatments, implementing the Partial Redesign would lead to the smallest 

increase in total cost with $7.8 million additional expenditure. The Softened Revised Design 

would result in a greater increase in total cost, $8.2 million. 

Table 19. Data Collection Cost for each Experimental Treatment when Maintaining the 
Current Sample Size (in millions) 

 Production 
Workload 

Production 
Cost 

SRD# 
Workload 

SRD#  
Cost 

PRD# 
Workload 

PRD#  
Cost 

Initial Sample 3.540 -- 3.540 -- 3.540 -- 
Initial Mailing  3.442 $35.300 3.442 $34.400 3.442 $34.400 
Personal Visit 0.806 $104.300 0.876 $113.400 0.873 $113.000 

Subtotal -- $139.600 -- $147.800 -- $148.400 

Difference from  
Production 

-- -- -- $8.200 -- $7.800 

Percent Change 
from Production† 

-- -- -- 3.7% -- 3.5% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

† This is the percent increase from the FY 17 total ACS budge t of approximately $219 million. 

# Softened Revised Design (SRD), Partial Redesign (PRD), and Full Redesign (FRD) 

The experimental treatments would also have a negative impact on reliability when maintaining 

the current sample. Table 20 shows that when maintaining the current sample, the Partial 

Redesign yields the highest expected completed interviews (2.103 million) and the lowest 

change in the margins of error (2.9 percent).  
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Table 20. Reliability for each Experimental Treatment when Maintaining the Current      
Sample Size (in millions) 

 ACS Production 
Methodology 

Softened Revised 
Design 

Partial 
Redesign 

Initial Sample 3.540 3.540  3.540 
Expected Completed Interviews  2.272 2.083  2.103 
Change in Completed Interviews  -- -0.189 -0.169 
Estimated Change in Variance -- 7.3%  5.9% 
Estimated Change in Margin of 
Error 

-- 3.6%  2.9% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

6.3.2 Maintaining Current Reliability 

To maintain the current ACS reliability, the experimental treatments would need an increase in 

initial sample size (due to decreased self-response), as shown in Table 21. The Partial Redesign 

would require the fewest additional cases (around 217,000).   

Table 21. Sample Size (in millions) for each Experimental Treatment when Maintaining              
the Current Reliability 

 ACS Production 
Methodology 

Softened 
Revised Design 

Partial 
Redesign 

Initial Sample  3.540 3.809 3.757 
Difference from Current Sample  -- 0.269 0.217 
% Difference from Current Sample  -- 7.6% 6.1% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

The increase in initial sample size would increase the cost for all treatments (Table 22). The 

Partial Redesign would require the smallest increase in cost––with an increase in expenditure 

of $16.8 million. The Softened Revised Design would cost an additional $19.4 million. 
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Table 22. Data Collection Cost (in millions) for each Experimental Treatment when 
Maintaining the Current Reliability 

 Production 
Workload 

Production 
Cost 

SRD# 

Workload 
SRD# 
Cost 

PRD# 

Workload 
PRD# 
Cost 

Initial Sample 3.540 -- 3.809 -- 3.757 -- 
Initial Mailing 3.442   $35.300 3.704   $37.000 3.654   $36.500  
Personal Visit 0.806 $104.300 0.942 $122.000  0.926 $119.900  
Subtotal  $139.600 -- $159.000  -- $156.400  

Difference from  
ACS Production 

  
-- 

 
-- 

  $19.400 
  
-- 

  $16.800  

Percent change 
from ACS 
Production 

  
-- --       8.8% --       7.7% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test 

# Softened Revised Design (SRD), Partial Redesign (PRD), and Full Redesign (FRD) 

6.3.3 Maintaining Current Data Collection Costs 

To maintain the current ACS data collection costs, all experimental treatments would require 

using a smaller initial sample size than ACS production, as shown in Table 23. Because the 

Partial Redesign treatment costs the least, it has the smallest reduction in sample size—around 

187,000 fewer cases. The Softened Revised Design would have a reduction of around 196,000 

cases. 

Table 23. Sample Size (in millions) for each Experimental Treatment when Maintaining                         

the Current Data Collection Costs 
 ACS Production 

Methodology 
Softened 

Revised Design 
Partial 

Redesign 

Initial Sample  3.540  3.344  3.353 
Difference from Current Sample  -- -0.196 -0.187 
% Difference from Current Sample  -- -5.5% -5.3% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

Decreasing the initial sample size to maintain costs decreases the number of completed 

interviews, which adversely affects reliability of the estimates for the experimental treatments. 

Similar to the situation of maintaining the current sample, implementing the Partial Redesign 

treatment results in the best reliability of the experimental treatments, as shown in Table 24.  

When maintaining data collection costs, the Partial Redesign yields the highest expected 

completed interviews, 1.995 million, and the lowest change in the margins of error, 5.6 percent, 

due to it having the highest overall return rates of the experimental treatments. The Softened 

Revised Design results in 1.971 million completed interviews and an estimated change in the 

estimates’ margins of error of 6.4 percent.  
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Table 24. Reliability for each Experimental Treatment when Maintaining the Current                     
Data Collection Costs 

 ACS Production 
Methodology 

Softened Revised 
Design 

Partial Redesign 

Initial Sample  3.540   3.344   3.353 
Expected Completed Interviews  2.272   1.971   1.995 
Change in Completed Interviews  -- -0.301  -0.277 
Estimated Change in Variance -- 13.3% 11.5% 

Estimated Change in Margin of Error --   6.4%   5.6% 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mai l Design Test 

6.3.4 Summary of Each Experimental Treatment’s Impact on Cost, Reliability, and Sample  

As summarized in Table 25, maintaining the current sample while using the Softened Revised 

Design treatment would result in increased data collection costs (around $8.2 million annually) 

as well as an increased margin of error (3.6 percent). To maintain current levels of reliability, 

this treatment would require a larger sample (7.6 percent) which would increase costs by 

around $19.4 million annually. To maintain current costs, this treatment would need reduced 

workloads, decreasing the sample by 5.5 percent. This decrease in sample would increase the 

margin of error (by 6.4 percent). 

Table 25. Softened Revised Design Compared to ACS Production 
 Maintain Current 

Sample 
Maintain Current 

Reliability  
Maintain Current 

Costs 

Change in Data Collection Cost (in millions) $8.200 $19.407 -- 
Percent Change in Sample --     7.6% -5.5% 
Estimated Change in Margin of Error   3.6% --  6.4% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

Maintaining the current sample while using the Partial Redesign treatment would result in 

increased data collection costs (by around $7.8 million annually) as well as an increased margin 

of error (by 2.9 percent), as shown in Table 26. To maintain current levels of reliability, this 

treatment would require a larger sample (by 6.1 percent) which would increase costs by around 

$16.8 million annually. To maintain current costs, this treatment would need reduced 

workloads, decreasing the sample by 5.3 percent. This decrease in sample would increase the 

margin of error (by 5.6 percent). 
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Table 26. Partial Redesign Compared to ACS Production 
 Maintain Current 

Sample 
Maintain Current 

Reliability  
Maintain Current 

Costs 
Change in Data Collection Cost (in millions) $7.800 $16.800 -- 
Percent Change in Sample --     6.1% -5.3% 
Estimated Change in Margin of Error   2.9% --  5.6% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test 

None of the experimental treatments performed better than the Control treatment. Comparing 

the experimental treatments by the end of the self-response period, Partial Redesign treatment 

performed best across all cost-related metrics. However, it is important to note that up until 

the final mailing, the Softened Revised Design was outperforming the Partial Redesign 

treatment in terms of response rate (not accounting for costs).    

6.4 Item Nonresponse Rates 

What is the impact on item nonresponse rates of moving the date field to the second page of 

the questionnaire of the Partial Redesign and the Full Redesign? 

Table 27. Item Nonresponse Rates (Partial Universe) – Date Field  

 
Treatment 

 
  Rate 

Experimental – 
Production 

 
P-value 

Production (Control)   7.6 (0.5) — — 
Partial Redesign   7.0 (0.5)   -0.6 (0.7) 0.42 

Full Redesign   6.6 (0.5)   -0.9 (0.7) 0.18 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation.  See Section 4.3.4. 

There was no impact on item nonresponse of moving the date field from the first page of the 

questionnaire to the second. However, since the comparison is made using the paper 

questionnaire (sent in the third mailing), the comparisons may be affected by differences in the 

universe of each treatment. 

After further review of the revised questionnaire, we were concerned about the potential item 

nonresponse rates of a few additional variables  

 Respondent name 

 Respondent telephone number 

 Number of people 

These are included on the first page of both questionnaires, but may not have been noticeable 

on the revised version in the Partial Redesign and Full Redesign treatments due to the design 

changes. Tables 28-30 show the item nonresponse rates for each of these variables separately. 

Table 31 shows when all three are missing. 
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Table 28. Item Nonresponse Rates (Partial Universe) – Name Field  

 
Treatment 

 
  Rate 

Experimental – 
Production 

 
P-value 

Production (Control)   0.9 (0.2) — — 

Partial Redesign   1.7 (0.3) 0.8 (0.3) 0.01* 
Full Redesign   1.6 (0.2) 0.7 (0.3) 0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation.  See Section 4.3.4. 

 Table 29. Item Nonresponse Rates (Partial Universe) – Telephone Number Field  

 

Treatment 

 

  Rate 

Experimental – 

Production 

 

P-value 

Production (Control)   5.3 (0.4) — — 

Partial Redesign   6.7 (0.5) 1.4 (0.6) 0.03* 
Full Redesign   6.1 (0.5) 0.8 (0.6) 0.19 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation.  See Section 4.3.4. 

 Table 30. Item Nonresponse Rates (Partial Universe) – Number of People Field  

 

Treatment 

 

  Rate 

Experimental – 

Production 

 

P-value 

Production (Control)   2.8 (0.3) — — 

Partial Redesign   3.0 (0.3) 0.2 (0.4) 0.60 
Full Redesign   3.1 (0.4) 0.3 (0.5) 0.46 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation. See Section 4.3.4. 

The Partial Redesign and Full Redesign have higher item nonresponse rates for the name field. 

The Partial Redesign has a higher item nonresponse for the telephone number field. 

Table 31 shows the nonresponse rate when all three fields (name, telephone, and number of 

people) were not filled in on the front of the redesigned questionnaire employed in the Partial 

Redesign and Full Redesign treatments.  The significantly higher nonresponse rate compared to 

production, suggests that more respondents skipped the redesigned front page. 
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Table 31. Item Nonresponse Rates (Partial Universe) – Name, Telephone, and Number of 
People Fields 

 
Treatment 

 
  Rate 

Experimental – 
Production 

 
P-value 

Production (Control)   0.4 (0.1) —   — 
Partial Redesign   1.0 (0.2) 0.6 (0.2)   0.01* 
Full Redesign   1.0 (0.2) 0.6 (0.2) <0.01* 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2017 Mail Design Test  

*P-value is significant based on a two-tailed t-test at α=0.1 level 

Note: Minor additive discrepancies are due to rounding. Standard errors are in parentheses.  

The Partial Universe excludes addresses on the M3 file with a unit designation.  See Section 4.3.4. 

These results suggest there could potentially be a problem with the redesigned questionnaire. 

If we were to further test the redesigned questionnaire, a revision should be considered to 

ensure the questions on the front page are seen and reduce nonresponse to these items.  

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The Softened Revised Design treatment from the 2015 Summer Mandatory Test, which 

softened the mandatory messaging in the ACS mail materials, reduced self-response 

significantly. For the 2017 ACS Mail Design Test, we tested two newly proposed treatments––

the Partial Redesign and the Full Redesign that we hoped would produce higher self-response 

return rates than the Softened Revised Design, but still maintain the softening of the mandatory 

messages. 

The Softened Revised Design had significantly higher self-response return rates than the Partial 

Redesign treatment at the beginning of data collection (by 1.3 percentage points). However, by 

the end of CATI, the self-response return rate for the Partial Redesign surpassed that of the 

Softened Revised Design (by 1.4 percentage points). Because the Full Redesign fared poorly in 

comparison to both Softened Revised Design and Partial Redesign treatments, we focus the 

remaining discussion on these two treatments. 

The Softened Revised Design and Partial Redesign treatments produced significantly lower self-

response return rates than the Control treatment, where the mail materials were the same as 

production. The consequences of this reduction in self-response are explained in terms of 

sample size, reliability, and costs in the paragraphs below. 

 If we wanted to maintain the current sample size, both the Softened Revised Design 

and the Partial Revised Design would increase the data collection costs due to reduced 

self-response. However, the Softened Revised Design would increase the data 

collection costs more than the Partial Revised Design ($8.2 million annually versus $7.8 

million annually). 
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 If we wanted to maintain the current levels of reliability, both the Softened Revised 

Design and the Partial Revised Design would require larger sample sizes due to 

reduced self-response. However, the Softened Revised Design would require a larger 

increase in the sample than the Partial Revised Design (7.6 percent versus 6.1 percent, 

respectively). These increases would increase data collections costs by $19.4 million 

annually and $16.8 million annually, respectively).  

 If we wanted to maintain the current costs, the Softened Revised Design would result 

in a 5.5 percent decrease in the initial sample, resulting in a 6.4 percent increase in the 

margin of error.  The Partial Redesign would result in a 5.3 percent decrease in the 

initial sample, resulting in a 5.6 percent increase in the margin of error.  

Looking at some of the components of the different treatments we have concluded that : 

 Omitting “Open Immediately” from the envelopes and changing the size of the 

envelope in the Full Redesign treatment may have negatively impacted the response 

rate from the beginning.   

 Including the “Why We Ask” brochure in the initial mailing resulted in significantly 

lower response rates. 

 The replacement of the final postcard with a letter appears to have boosted return 

rates and warrants further testing. 
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Appendix A. Control Treatment Materials 

Control Treatment: Initial Mailing – Outgoing Envelope

 

Initial Mailing - FAQ Brochure (Inside)
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Control Treatment: Initial Mailing – Letter
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Control Treatment: Initial Mailing - Instruction Card
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Control Treatment: Initial Mailing - Multilingual Brochure (backside when unfolded)

 

Reminder Letter – Outgoing Envelope
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Control Treatment: Reminder Letter
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Control Treatment: Questionnaire Package – Outgoing Envelope

 

Questionnaire Package – Return Envelope
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Control Treatment: Questionnaire Package – Letter
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Control Treatment: Questionnaire Package – Instruction Card
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Control Treatment: Questionnaire Package– Page One of Questionnaire
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Control Treatment: Questionnaire Package - FAQ Brochure (inside) 

 

Control Treatment: Reminder Postcard 
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Control Treatment: Final Reminder Postcard
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Appendix B. Softened Revised Design Treatment Materials 

Softened Revised Design Treatment: Initial Mailing – Outgoing Envelope
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Initial Mailing – Letter
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Initial Mailing – Instruction Card
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Initial Mailing – Multilingual Brochure (backside when 

unfolded)
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Reminder Letter – Outgoing Envelope
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Reminder Letter
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Questionnaire Package – Outgoing Envelope

 

Questionnaire Package – Return Envelope
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Questionnaire Package – Letter
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Questionnaire Package – Instruction Card
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Questionnaire Package - Page One of Questionnaire
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Reminder Postcard 
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Softened Revised Design Treatment: Final Reminder Postcard
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Appendix C. Partial Redesign Treatment Materials 

Partial Redesign Treatment: Initial Mailing – Outgoing Envelope
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Initial Mailing – Why We Ask Brochure (front) 
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Initial Mailing – Why We Ask Brochure (back) 
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Initial Mailing – Letter
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Initial Mailing – Instruction Card
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Reminder Letter – Outgoing Envelope
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Reminder Letter
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Questionnaire Package – Outgoing Envelope

 

 

Questionnaire Package – Return Envelope
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Questionnaire Package – Letter
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Questionnaire Package – Page One of Questionnaire
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Reminder Postcard 

 

 

Final Reminder Letter – Outgoing Envelope
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Partial Redesign Treatment: Final Reminder Letter
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Appendix D. Full Redesign Treatment Materials 

Full Redesign: Initial Mailing – Outgoing Envelope
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Full Redesign: Initial Mailing – Why We Ask Brochure
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Full Redesign: Initial Mailing – Why We Ask Brochure (back) 
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Full Redesign: Initial Mailing – Letter
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Full Redesign: Reminder Letter – Outgoing Envelope
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Full Redesign: Reminder Letter
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Full Redesign: Questionnaire Package – Outgoing Envelope

 

Questionnaire Package – Return Envelope
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Full Redesign: Questionnaire Package – Letter
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Full Redesign: Questionnaire Package – Page One of Questionnaire
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Full Redesign: Questionnaire Package – Page Two of Questionnaire
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Full Redesign: Reminder Postcard 

 

 

Final Reminder Letter – Outgoing Envelope
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Full Redesign: Final Reminder Letter
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